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  Ponzi speak Definitions 
  

word translation definition Ponzi speak 
Achiever Producer Wage earner One who pays for everything. Yes 'z' can! 
Alert Perky Aware of schemes. The one the presumptuous have to be careful 

with. 
Benefits Perks Extras The mother's milk of politics. 
Bill of Rights Permisson 

Papers 
Allowances. The limits of freedom set by the Perpetrators. 

Campaigning Pandering Laying it on. Convincing the voters that all will be lost unless 
they vote Ponzican. 

Candidate Peter Piper Your savior. Someone you must follow without question. 

Capital Pocket #3 Funds for investment. A pool of money coming from that 3rd pocket 
which mostly comes from employers, but can 
always be simply printed. 

Character Persona Perception. What the elected want you to see. 
Committee Panels Get-togethers, mostly 

in private but often on 
C-SPAN. 

 

Compassion Passion Playing the part. Attained at acting schools, viewing Main Stream 
Media or by interning on a used car lot. 

Cooked Percolated Palatable. Legislation made complicated beyond 
understanding with expert obfuscation. 

Criminal Persona non 
grata 

Violator. One who doesn't get away with 'pay to play' or 'go 
along to get along'. 

Debate Parley Show time. Participating according to conditions and rules 
preset by the 'Pipers' and Main Stream Media 
moguls. 

Deserve Preserve Ultimate life-style. All Peons should expect a check from the 
Ponzident because, by Ponzi Party definition, the 
“deserve” it. 

Drug War Prohibition Peon Protection. Ponzicans don't think y'all can decide what's good 
for you, so we'll keep y'all safe by making 
drink/drug prices too high and/or incarcerating 
y'all. 

Drink Punch The 'P' word. See 'Drug War' 
Elected Presumptuous Incumbent. Sometimes confused with 'encumber' meaning to 

impede or hinder, hamper, retard, but often the it's 
same thing. 

Entitlements Perks Hand-outs. See 'Deserve'. 
Explanation Picture Smooth talkin'. A lot of words, usually off topic and full of pie in 

the sky promises that can't be kept. 
F's Ph's Alphabet substitute. No explanation needed. It allows for more word 

choices. 
Father Pop The Dad guy. Any guy over 14 qualifies these days. The Ponzi 

Party knows who will pay for the off-spring. 
Fight Pounce Punch first The Ponzi Party believes using force is OK as 

long as you do it first. 
Fine Penalty Payola Peons' freedom lies in being able to cross the right 

palm. 
Friend Pal The 'P' word. Saves alphabet letters and shortens typing. 
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Fruit & 
Vegetables 

Produce Pharm Phood. Of course for your safety you won't be able to 
grow your own. Look at it like another government 
'investment' for your benefit. 

Fussy Particular Behavior control. There is a huge number of permitting to require, 
regulations to enforce and laws to be passed, so 
much freedom, so little time. 

Goal Product Needs to Define. Who better can specify what Peons need and how 
to manage gross national products than our 
central planners? 

Gone Privacy Your door open policy. You can trust the Ponzi Party to only knock your 
door down if worried about resistance.  

Grandfather Pop-PoP Pop's Pop. Don't worry about him. He's learning to live with 
less and has no power anymore. 

Informed Perceptive What you see is what 
you get. 

The Ponzi Party will use all the tools designed by 
the two party system to keep y'all informed. Count 
on it. 

Investor Purveyor It's our money now. Voting for the Ponzi Party is a guarantee that you 
will never again have to decide how to spend your 
income. 

Issue Point Principle. Whatever is in the Ponzi Party's best interest will 
be the defining principle used for governance. 

Jaunty Perky Show of confidence. Perceived attitude is key to everyone's support. 

Legislators Perpetrators Politically expedient. The  primary purpose of governance is to maintain 
power and control of all things. So, what do you 
expect? 

Liar Phoney Misunderstood. If in conflict with the truth it will only be an 
'unintended consequence' (when caught). 

Lobby Pressure Payola As my Dad used to say, “That's the price of 
freedom”. Corporate welfare is just being fair to 
the taxpayer, isn't it? 

Mostly Pretty The 'P' word. Other substitutions: close, almost, for the most 
part, sort of like........ 

Negative 
Reaction 

Pouting Putting on a face of 
disapproval. 

See 'Compassion'. 

News Press Purified bias. The Ponzi Party will use the established network 
of willing conspirators to spoon feed the public as 
it has been done every regime. 

Occupation Pepper Picker Producer Proletariat Producers Pay Ponzi's Politicians 

Opposing Persevere Fail Safe Ponzi Party Politicians can't fail. They will see to it 
that any opposition is vilified. 

Party Color Purple Red and Blue mixed in 
equal parts 

 

Party Drink Pink Lemonade Color requirement. Just one of those 'principles'. 
Party Fish Periwinkle sea snails We'll get some environmentally safe pictures for 

logos. 
Party Flower Periwinkle myrtle Same promise as for the 'Party Fish' 

Party Mascot Pnk Poodle Pet Preference Couldn't find a cute purple creature. 
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Party Name Ponzi Party Ponzi Policy 
Personified 

An eternal bottomless pit for redistribution of 
wealth from all earned income producers 
confiscated from all working classes, by force if 
necessary, by manipulating the economy or just 
printing more money. 

Party Platform PoP-PoP 
Principle 

The Ponzi Party 
Platform comes from 
'old English law' that 
said it (the law) is the 
Provider Of Provisions 
by Prerogative Of 
Purveyance. I kid you 
not. Look it up. 

 

Party Slogan Ploy “Yes 'Z' Can!” Fortunately for the Ponzi Party, unfortunately for 
the Peons, once in power there's no stopping us! 

Peace Party Party of P's Now this doesn't 
prevent preemptive 
strikes, executive 
orders, one world 
government imposition 
and control of police 
actions, et al. 

 

Politician Promulgator He/she who makes 
governance work. 

 

POTUS Panderer Of 
The Unwashed 
Seniors 

The 'P' word. It just seemed we needed a shot at the current 
scheme that befallen our seniors. 

President Ponzident Other than sounding 
like a cavity preventer it 
has a certain ring to it. 

 

Redistribution PayPal Policy Collect, keep a 
percentage, fund with 
or without mandates. 

 

Refunds Perks Getting a little bit back 
of the money, with no 
interest, y'all could 
have used or invested 
for perks of your 
choice. 

 

Responsible Parent Mom & Pop The ones who spawn that used to be held 
accountable for their kids' behavior. Now, the 
Ponzi Party believes it can do it all. 

Retaliation Punitive Pain & suffering. In the true Ponzi tradition, huge settlements 
spreads the wealth around through higher prices. 
It's a tax alternative. 

Rules Policy Preempting the 
Constitution 

See 'Party Name' 

Saver Prudent A good idea. It became less and less profitable to save since 
the government realized it could get more votes by 
brow-beating the banks into low interest loan and 
the 'Prudent' lost incentive with low or no return on 
their savings. 

Sharp Pointed The 'P' word.  
Soda Pop Pepsi One of the few choices left. I prefer diet lemon 

flavor, myself until a behavior law makes it too 
expensive or puts it on prohibition. 
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Solitary Private The 'P' word. The Ponzi Party believes every bit a person's data 
is needed on  record. After all, what have you got 
to hide. If you object your concience must be 
bothering you, right? 
 
 
 

Sorry Pitiful The 'P' word.  
Specific Particular Focus on political 

advantage. 
The Ponzi Party can't get to 'Particular' about 
specific details. It might be contrary to a 
constituent's beliefs. So, the broader approach is 
to be fuzzy yet be perceived as being helpful. 

Speech Palaver Dialog without candor. The political art-form of baffling babble that 
sounds like you know what you're talking about, 
spoken hastily to seem like there's not time for 
questions. 

Stance Position All things to all people. Another major political art-form practiced by Ponzi 
Party members to inform the public of their purity 
of purpose and good intentions toward all. 

Tax Purloin Pry away workers' 
wages. 

The primary sources of income for the Ponzi Party 
are tax payers and lobbyists. Lobbyists can 
negotiate what they get in return. Taxpayers get 
what the 'deserve'. 

Tax Man Pick Pocket License to steal. The tax man uses a two pronged approach to 
garnish income, wage withholding and taking a 
chunk of the profits from business. Of course, the 
latter is paid by the wage earner in the price of the 
goods which is trickle down taxation. Pretty slick, 
eh? 

Temp Tax Permanent 
Payola 

A great myth. The only thing temporary about any tax is its name 
otherwise its replacement takes its place. 

Transparent Pane It's done with mirrors. The Ponzi Party window cleaner is a low priority 
job, pays a lot but expects few results since the 
Peons trust us. 

Trust Funds Purloined Pay Virtual Reality. It all comes from the same sources so why not 
keep it with the rest of the loot? 

Wars Pillow-fights Wishful thinking. One proposal is to put all the 'leaders' in a 
coliseum with no weapons, let them fight and 
whoever wins gets to live. Well, the Ponzi Party 
won't go for that, so we'll simply bomb and 
blockade as always. 

We The People Peons Y'all. To minimize the threat of Peons affecting the 
current practice of governance, the Ponzi Party 
will follow what has been successful for the last 
century, i.e. keep them poor, ignorant, and 
defenseless.  

Wish Prefer Slavery  So, the Ponzi Party will hasten to remove the 
impediments that stand in the way of the perfect 
one-party system by combining all being done by 
the red and blue (making purple). Freedom will 
give way to privilege and everything else will be 
replaced by perfect central planning. Our time has 
come. 

 


